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The 38-year-old man who refused to comply to a police check on Saturday in Paris is currently 
hospitalized. He is seriously injured after the police opened fire. His condition did not allow 
investigators to question him today. He is suspected of having driven towards the officers, who 
then fired. His passenger, shot in the head, has died. Three police officers were taken into 
custody and two investigations were opened by the Paris prosecutor's office. 
 
The Minister of Agriculture Marc Fesneau announces financial support for farmers whose farms 
have been damaged by the storms and hail of this weekend. This support is reflected by the 
extension of loans guaranteed by the State for the agricultural sector, as well as reductions in 
charges. The State will also provide 300 million euros to encourage farmers to take out 
insurance. 
 
Boris Johnson's future may be decided today. The British Prime Minister will be subjected to a 
motion of no confidence from his party tonight, after the scandals during lock downs. If he 
loses, an election will take place to designate a new leader of the Party, who will become Prime 
Minister. On the other hand, if he wins, he cannot be targeted by another motion of no 
confidence for a year. 
 
The Russian Foreign Minister, Sergei Lavrov's, was expected in Serbia today but his plane ended 
up grounded as European countries around Serbia closed their airspace. Sergei Lavrov criticizes 
an "inconceivable" and "scandalous" measure, while the Kremlin speaks of "a hostile act". 
 
And this is a consequence of Russia's isolation: Car sales in the country have dropped by more 
than 83% over one year. The withdrawal of many foreign brands from Russia and the cessation 
of deliveries of spare parts forced many local factories to shut down. 
 
And then in soccer, the League of Nations continues. After their defeat against Denmark, the 
French team faces Croatia tonight. Kick off 8:45 p.m. 


